Higher Performance, Extended Service and Lower Operating Expenses

The FF63041NN fuel filter meets the latest high efficiency specifications while enabling extended service intervals on Cummins 2020 L9 engines. The Fleetguard FF63041NN fuel filter’s new NanoNet® high performance media reduces the number of harmful particles reaching the engine’s fuel system, resulting in reduced equipment downtime and lower total cost of ownership (TCO).

Fleetguard FF63041NN Delivers Extended Service and Value:

- Its unique design delivers maximum engine life with best-in-class protection.
- Extended service intervals of 1500 hours or 50,000 miles that minimize maintenance costs and maximize uptime.

Fleetguard Genuine Filtration fuel system products are manufactured to meet or exceed OE standards for optimum protection, extended service intervals and reduced operating costs.

FF63041NN FUEL FILTER: GENUINE PROTECTION.
Higher Performance, Extended Service and Lower Operating Expenses

The new Fleetguard fuel filter features an advanced water removal architecture to combat water in diesel fuel, a challenging issue commonly faced by equipment operators today. Built for Cummins Stage V QSB & QSL engines, the Fleetguard FS20121 provides extended service intervals while meeting today’s high efficiency standards.

Fleetguard FS20121 Delivers Extended Service and Value:

- Advanced fuel water separation architecture has been utilized for maximum protection.
- 1500 hour extended service interval minimizes costs and maximizes uptime.

Fleetguard Genuine Filtration fuel system products are manufactured to meet or exceed OE standards for optimum protection, extended service intervals and reduced operating costs.

Cummins Developed, Cummins Approved.

- Fleetguard filters are field tested all over the world to meet the toughest industry and internal standards.
- Cummins engines and filters are developed together to ensure maximum compatibility.
- Manufactured since 1958, Fleetguard filters are Cummins owned and Cummins inspired.
- We are Cummins and we know engines!

Best Warranty in the Business.

The Cummins Filtration Warranty extends to our entire line of products, ensuring the same promise of performance and coverage beyond the competition. Visit cumminsfiltration.com to learn more about the competitive benefits of the Cummins Filtration Warranty.